Immune checkpoints and rheumatic diseases: what can cancer immunotherapy teach us?
The recent success of immune checkpoint blockade in cancer therapy illustrates the importance of the inhibitory receptors cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA4) and programmed cell death protein 1 (PD1) in the regulation of antitumour immune responses. However, blocking signalling by these inhibitory immune checkpoint receptors is also associated with substantial inflammatory effects that can resemble autoimmune responses, which is consistent with the role of these receptors in protecting the host from excessive inflammation. The human genome encodes over 300 inhibitory receptors, which represent as many opportunities to modulate inflammation in a disease-specific and tissue-specific manner. We argue that rheumatologists and oncologists should join forces to study these inhibitory immune molecules. An improved understanding of these immune checkpoints will enable both fields to make progress in exploiting inhibitory immune receptors therapeutically. In this Review, we discuss data from studies reporting the adverse inflammatory effects of cancer therapies that target immune checkpoints. We discuss the potential implications of these findings on the biological understanding of autoimmune rheumatic diseases and highlight therapeutic strategies that could be used to target inhibitory receptors for the treatment of these conditions.